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Introduction
Welcome!

We're so glad you've chosen to invest in your business and in your future by 

joining our mentoring program.

We're excited to walk beside you in this journey!

Before we dig in... a quick note to newbies:

NOTE: For the Absolutely Brand New Sellers:

In the Introduction section of Private Label the 
Easy Way I state “I also don't recommend a private
label project being your first foray into selling 
on Amazon.”

Let me explain this a little bit further and why 
those of you in this group are different.  There 
is a little bit of a learning curve when it comes 
to selling on Amazon versus say eBay.  You have 
labels and other things specific to Amazon to 
think about if you're using FBA (and I definitely 
recommend using FBA).  However, what sets you 
apart from other new sellers is that you have a 
team of people with varying experience that are 
ready to jump in and help you get up to speed 
quickly.  Also, please don't hesitate to ask 
questions even if they're basic questions.  I and 
the others are here to help.  Even you need 
assistance with something outside of private label
just ask and we'll point you in the right 
direction.

For those of you who may not have even registered 
your Amazon selling account, here is a brief video
I found that goes through the process - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KD-yr76R7aA

I highly recommend choosing the Professional 
Selling Plan when setting up your account.

After you get that set up – go to the “FILES” tab 
in the Private Label the Easy Way Mentoring Group 
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Facebook page and read the “Private Niche Group 
Strategy Guide Excerpt”... Jenni has provided this
from her Private Niche Groups as a resource to 
help you better understand how to navigate through
being competitive and researching good items to 
resell on Amazon.

Even if you are not planning to include retail 
arbitrage for inventory sourcing – the vocabulary 
is explained in the short strategy guide she has 
provided and it will help you as we dig in deeper 
to Private label.

My name is Ryan Reger.  My wife, Melane, and I have been making a full time 

income online since 2008.  You can read our full story in my book Private Label 

the Easy Way, but here are some of the highlights:

• In November of 2008, I was out of a job because the congressional 

campaign I managed was unsuccessful.

• Moved to Texas because that's where Melane lived and we were planning to

get married soon

• Began selling Furniture on Craigslist because Melane and my mother-in-law 

had a part time furniture business

• Over $250,000 in sales in 2009 selling furniture on the local Dallas 

Craigslist

• Received a letter from the city we lived in stating we could no longer use 

our home for retail purposes (a neighbor complained)

• Opened a small store

• Closed it one year later – we hated having to be there even when it wasn't 

busy.

• Craigslist business declined in April 2012 due to ads being flagged

• Met Jim Cockrum in September 2012 and he told us about Amazon FBA

• Started our Private Label Journey in April 2013
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Our business has changed radically because of private label and I want 

yours to do the same.

I am excited to have teamed up with Jenni Hunt to provide this Private Label 

mentoring program. Jenni left her high tech marketing position in the Silicon 

Valley when her oldest son was born in 1999.

You may know Jenni from the popular Holiday Toy Guide (published since 2004) 

and the Private Niche Groups. She started selling books on Amazon in 2002 and 

quickly moved to eBay... then back to include Amazon again a few years ago – all

along researching trends and staying on top of the online selling markets.

Jenni has mastered how to apply her marketing skills and experience to her 

online business and has a passion for helping others do the same. She is gifted to

help others think outside of the box and brings a unique perspective to the 

mentoring program.

Since launching this program back in April of 2015 we have been blessed to have 

helped a lot of sellers like yourself launch their own private label products.

What You Can Expect

We have broken down the process of Private Label the Easy Way into bite size 

lessons.  To get the most out of the mentoring program, we really want to

encourage you to complete the assignments – even if they may not seem

to relate to you or your business.

*Important* Be sure to complete the assignments at the end of each lesson. The 
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exercises are designed to: 

• Help build community in the group

• Provide accountability to you

• Get you thinking about your business in a new way

• Help us know how we can better mentor you in this process

The Private Label Mentoring Program has 6 Modules with a number of lessons in 

each.

Here is what we will be covering in Module 1: The Why of Private Label and 

How to Plan for Your Private Label Journey

MODULE 1:

The Why of PL and How to Plan for Your PL Journey

Lesson #01: Introduction to PL Mentoring Program

Lesson #02: PL Explained / The Harder Way to PL vs. The 

Easier Way to PL

Lesson #03: Why PL Should be a Part of Your Business 

Lesson #04: Developing YOUR PL Strategy

Lesson #05: Determining YOUR PL Goals

Lesson #06: Determining YOUR PL Budget

In MODULE 2 we will address How to Choose Your 

Product(s)...

Finally – Each lesson will follow the same format. There will be an 

introduction/Forward followed by the body of the lesson itself. Remember, each 

lesson will end with an assignment for you to complete. You will get the 

most out of this course by finishing the assignment before starting the next 

lesson.
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It's your turn. 

Go to the Facebook group and share your story.  It is inspiring to put it out on 

“paper” and it encourages others in their journey too.

Again, we look forward to working with you and are excited to get to know you.

Lesson 1 Assignment

1. Go to the private FB page and request to join if you haven't 

already. Here is the link to the group: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/342012435989349/

2. Introduce yourself to the group in FB and share your story.

That's it!

Regards,

Ryan Reger with Jenni Hunt, Jim Cockrum, and Brett Bartlett

PL the Easy Way Mentoring Program

Coming Up Next...

In Lesson #2 we are going to discuss the harder way vs. the easier way to private

label... 
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